May 2021

Yay!!! We made it to May and we have so much
to look forward to – outings with family, getting
outside in the fresh air and sunshine and
restrictions loosening up. We hope you are
enjoying the beginning of a beautiful summer!!

Spring is in the Air
& Summer is close at hand!!

We are getting outside and enjoying the fresh air
and doing crafts and playing games. Oh, summer
we are ready for you.

Please enjoy all of our BACK TOGETH ER
AGAIN photos!

NEWS FLASH!!
Together Again

Great News!!! The day we have been waiting for
has finally arrived. What day is that you asked?
The day that the restrictions related to Covid 19
are loosening up. We have been waiting over a
year for the Centers for Disease Control (also
known as the CDC) and our Governor to
announce that the restrictions and safeguards
that were put in place to keep us all safe from
Covid 19 has done its job; and we are starting to
see things return to some normalcy. What does
this mean for you, the residents of Hope Landing
and The Haven? It means everyone can sit
together again for meals in the dining room. It
means going out to a family members home for a
visit and dinner if you like. It means that we can
now gather for games and activities, with no
restrictions on how far apart we sit. We can once
again play games in the Activity Center; and we
can get back to playing some of the games we
have not played in over a year like; “Left, Right,
Center” and Dominos.
This is GREAT and EXCITING News!!!
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Enjoying nature

Tie Dye Fun!

Just hangin’ out!

Putting together pretty spring flowers

Balloon Badminton

Sun Bathin’

More Fun Stuff Continued
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Beautification Time

Friends sharing a meal

Activities
We are still enjoying our exercises three days a
week, doing more “Drumming” in the courtyard
and we found a new game, Balloon Badminton.
Also, we are once again able to play Bunco, Bingo,
Left, Right, Center and Dominos as a group. And
afternoon or night at the movies has returned. Our
first movie was “Together Again” with Tim
Conway and Harvey Korman. We are feeling
happy and blessed.

Bear Hugs!!
Baby Magic

Birthdays
Happy Birthday to all who are having or had a birthday
in May!! We wish you many, many more!!

Together
Again

Afternoon Movie
Matinee!

